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2.1.
$N=\{1,2, \ldots, n\}$ , $v(\emptyset)=0$
$v$ : $2^{N}arrow \mathbb{R}$ . , .
$e^{S}=(\alpha_{i}^{S})_{i\in N}\in\{0,1\}^{N}$ .
$e_{1}^{S}=\{\begin{array}{ll}1 i\in S0 otherwise\end{array}$
$e^{\mathfrak{h}\}}=(\alpha_{i}^{\{j\}})_{t\in N}$ , $e^{j}=(\dot{d}_{i})_{i\in N}$ . , $S\in 2^{N}$ $(\alpha_{i}^{S})_{i\in N}\in$
$\{0,1\}^{N}$ 1 1 . , , $v(O, \ldots, 0)=0$
$v:\{0,1\}^{N}arrow \mathbb{R}$ . $v(S)$ , $S\in 2^{N}$
. $\mathcal{G}$ .
$g:\mathcal{G}arrow \mathbb{R}^{n}$ , .
, Shapley , Banzhaf , Banzhaf . ,
.
$\pi$ : $Narrow N$ , $\Pi(N)$ . $\pi$
, $\pi(i)$ , $i$
. $\pi$ $i$
$P(\pi, i)=\{j\in N|\pi(j)<\pi(i)\}$ , $\pi$ $i$
$m_{i}(v;\pi)=v(P(\pi, i)\cup\{i\})-v(P(\pi, i))$ . , Shapley
.
1 [7] $\phi$ : $\mathcal{G}arrow \mathbb{R}^{n}$ , Shapley .




, $N$ $[0,1]$ , $[0,1]^{N}$ .
, , .




Tsurumi $[8, 9]$ $\mathcal{F}\mathcal{G}^{l}\subseteq \mathcal{F}\mathcal{G}$ , $f^{f_{1}}$ : $\mathcal{F}\mathcal{G}’arrow$
$(\mathbb{R}^{N})^{[0,1]^{N}}$ $\mathcal{F}\mathcal{G}’$ . Tsurumi Shapley
, Shapley
. Tsurumi Shapley ,
, . ,
Shapley .
Branzei [3] $f^{f}2$ : $\mathcal{F}\mathcal{G}’arrow \mathbb{R}^{N}$ , Shapley





3[3] Shapley $\phi$ : $\mathcal{F}\mathcal{G}arrow \mathbb{R}^{N}$ $v\in \mathcal{F}\mathcal{G}$
, .
$\phi(v)=\frac{1}{|N|!}\sum_{\pi\in\Pi(N)}m_{i}’(v;\pi)=\sum_{s\subseteq N\backslash \{i\}}\frac{s!(n-s-1)!}{n!}\{v(S\cup\{i\})-v(S)\}$ (2)






. Choquet . $S\in[0,1]^{N}$
$[S]_{h}=$ $(([S]_{h})_{1}, \ldots , ([S]_{h})_{n})\in\{0,1\}^{N}$ $i\in N$ ,
$([S]_{h})_{i}$ $=$ $\{\begin{array}{ll}1 S_{i}\geq h0 otherwise\end{array}$
. $[S]_{h}$ , .
4[5] $S\in[0,1]^{N}$ , $Q(S)=\{Si | Si>0, i\in N\}$ , $q(S)=$
$|Q(S)|$ . $Q(S)$ $h_{1}<\cdots<h_{q(S)}$ . , $h_{0}=0$




Choqquet $\mathcal{F}\mathcal{G}c$ . Cho-
quet 1 1 .
, Choquet
, [8]. , Choquet
.
$|T|=t,$ $|W|=w$ , $W\in 2^{N}$ $f’$ .
$f_{i}’(v)(W)= \sum_{\tau\subseteq w\backslash \{i\}}\frac{t!(w-t-1)!}{w!}\{v(T\cup\{i\})-v(T)\}$ (4)
$U\in[0,1]^{N}$ , $v\in \mathcal{F}\mathcal{G}c$ , $f$ : $\mathcal{F}\mathcal{G}^{J}arrow(\mathbb{R}^{N})^{[0,1]^{N}}$ .
$f_{1}(v)(U)= \sum_{l=1}^{q(u)}f_{i}’(v)([U]_{h_{l}})\cdot(h_{l}-h_{l-1})$ (5)
, $f_{i}(v)(e^{N})$ (2) .
1 $[8, 9]$ (5) $f$ : $\mathcal{F}\mathcal{G}’arrow(\mathbb{R}^{N})^{[0,1]^{N}}$ Shapley
$\mathcal{F}\mathcal{G}_{C}$ . $f$
Shapley . ( , [8, 9] .)
Branzei Shapley , Shapley
. , 1
, Shapley Shapley
. t Tsurumi Shapley
Shapley ,
Choquet ,
$N(=e^{N})$ Branzei Shapley . , Choquet







$i\in N$ $M_{i}=\{0, \cdots , m_{i}\}$ 1
. $m_{i}$ , $0$ . $i\in N$
$s_{i}\in M_{i}$ $s=(s_{1}, \cdots s_{n})$ . $n$
$s$ , : ,
$\mathcal{M}^{N}=\Pi_{i\in N}M_{i}$ . , $m=(m_{1}, \cdots m_{n})$ ,
$(0, \cdots 0)$ .
181
$s=$ $(s_{1}, \cdots , s_{n})\in \mathcal{M}^{N}$ $v(s)$
$v(0, \cdots 0)=0$ $v$ : $\mathcal{M}^{N}arrow \mathbb{R}$ .
$N$ $0$
$m=(m_{1}, \cdots m_{n})$ , $v:\mathcal{M}^{N}arrow \mathbb{R}$ $(N, m, v)$ , $v$
. , $N$ $\mathcal{M}C$ .
$L=$
$\{(i,j)|i\in N,j\in M_{i}\}$ . , $L^{+}=\{(i,j)|i\in N,j\in M_{i}\backslash \{0\}\}$ . $v\in \mathcal{M}C$
, $x\in \mathbb{R}^{L+}$ , $v$
. , $i\in N$ $i\in M_{i}\backslash \{0\}$ , $x_{ij}$
i $j-1$ $i$ $i$
. $i\in N$ $x_{i0}=0$ .
25.
$\mathcal{M}C’\subseteq \mathcal{M}C$ , $f^{m}$ : $\mathcal{M}C’arrow \mathbb{R}^{N}$ $\mathcal{M}C’$
. Nouweland [6] Shapley
. $v\in \mathcal{M}C$ . $(0, \cdots 0)$ , $m=(m_{1}, \cdots m_{n})$
. , $i\in N$
1 . , $\sum_{i\in N}m_{t}$ .
$i\in N$ $i\in\{1,2, \cdots m_{t}-1\}$ , $\sigma(i,j)<\sigma(i,j+1)$ $\sigma$ :
$L+ arrow\{1, \cdots\sum_{i\in N}m_{i}\}$ . $( \sum_{i\in N}m_{i})!/\Pi_{i\in N}(m_{i}!)$
. .
$\sigma\in$ , $k \in\{1, \cdots\sum_{i\in N}m_{i}\}$ . $\sigma$ $k$ $s^{\sigma,k}\in \mathcal{M}^{N}$
, $i\in N$ $s_{i}^{\sigma,k}= \max(\{j\in M_{i}\backslash \{0\}|\sigma(i,j)\leq k\}U\{0\})$ . ,
$\sigma$
$w^{\sigma}$ : $Larrow \mathbb{R}$ $i\in N$ $i\in M_{i}\backslash \{0\}$
.
$w_{ij}^{\sigma}=v(s^{\sigma,\sigma(i_{\dot{\theta})}})-v(s^{\sigma,\sigma(i,j)-1})$ (6)
$\sigma$ , $i$ 1
, .
5 [6] $\Phi$ : $\mathcal{M}C’arrow \mathbb{R}^{L^{+}}$ , ShaPley
.




$w^{\sigma}$ , 1 $i\in N$ $w^{\sigma}(i)$ .
, $w^{\sigma}(i)= \sum_{k\in M:\backslash \{0\}}w_{ik}^{\sigma}$ , $i$ Shapley
.
182
6 $\phi$ : $\mathcal{M}C’arrow \mathbb{R}^{N}$ Shapley
.
$\phi_{i}(v)=\frac{\Pi_{i\in N}(m_{i}!)}{(\sum_{i\in N}m_{i})!}\sum_{\overline{-},\sigma\in-}w^{\sigma}(i)$ (8)






. , 1, $0$
, $[0,1]$ .
.
, $M_{i}^{*}=\{0,1/m_{i}, \cdots 1\}$ 1
. , $s=(s_{1}, \cdots s_{n})\in\Pi_{i\in N}\{j/m_{i}|j=0, \cdots m_{i}\}$
. $N_{=}$
$\Pi_{i\in N}M_{i}^{*}$ . $s=(s_{1}, \cdots s_{n})\in\overline{\mathcal{M}}^{N}$
$v(s)$ $v(0, \cdots 0)=0$ $v$ : $\overline{\mathcal{M}}^{N}arrow \mathbb{R}$
. $N$
$0$ $m=(m_{1}, \cdots m_{n})$ , $v$ : $\overline{\mathcal{M}}^{N}arrow \mathbb{R}$
$(N, m, v)$ , $v$ . , $N$
$S\mathcal{M}C$ .
$L^{*}=$
$\{(i,j)|i\in N,j\in M_{i}^{*}\}$ . , $(L^{*})^{+}=\{(i,j)|i\in N, j\in M_{i}^{*}\backslash \{0\}\}$ .
$v\in S\mathcal{M}C$ , $x\in \mathbb{R}^{(L^{*})^{+}}$ $v$
. , $i\in N$ $i\in M_{i}^{*}\backslash \{0\}$ , $x_{ij}$ $i$
$(j-1)/m_{i}$ $i/m_{i}$ $i$
. $i\in N$ $x_{i0}=0$ .
$S\mathcal{M}C’\subseteq S\mathcal{M}C$ , $f^{sm}$ : $S\mathcal{M}C’arrow$
$\mathbb{R}^{N}$ $S\mathcal{M}C’$ . Shapley
Shapley . $v\in S\mathcal{M}C$ . $i\in N$
$M_{i}^{*}=\{0,1/m_{i}, \cdots 1\}$ . $(0, \cdots 0)$ ,
$m=(1, \cdots 1)$ . ,
$i\in N$ $1/m_{i}$ . , $\sum_{i\in N}m_{i}$
.
$i\in N$ $i\in\{1/m_{i}, 2/m_{i}, \cdots(m_{i}-1)/m_{i}\}$ , $\sigma(i,j)<\sigma(i,j+1)$
$\sigma$ : $(L^{*})^{+} arrow\{1, \cdots\sum_{i\in N}m_{i}\}$ . $v$
183
$( \sum_{i\in N}m_{i})!/\Pi_{i\in N}(m_{i}!)$ . . ,
$(0, \cdots 0)$ $m=(1, \cdots 1)$ .
$\sigma\in$ , $k \in\{1, \cdots\sum_{i\in N}m_{i}\}$ . $\sigma$ $k$ $s^{\sigma,k}\in\overline{\mathcal{M}}^{N}$
, $i\in N$ $s_{i}^{\sigma,k}= \max(\{j\in M_{i}^{*}\backslash \{0\}|\sigma(i,j)\leq k\}\cup\{0\})$ .
, $\sigma$ $w^{\sigma}$ : $L^{*}arrow \mathbb{R}$ $i\in N$ $j\in M_{i}^{*}\backslash \{0\}$
.
$w_{1j}^{\sigma}=v(s^{\sigma\sigma(i,j)}))-v(s^{\sigma,\sigma(i,j)-1})$ (9)
7 $\Phi$ : $S\mathcal{M}C’arrow \mathbb{R}^{(L^{*})^{+}}$ Shapley
.




Shapley $w^{\sigma}$ , 1
$i\in N$ $w^{\sigma}(i)$ . , $w^{\sigma}(i)= \sum_{k\in M}.w^{\sigma}$ ,
$i$ Shapley .
8 $\phi$ : $S\mathcal{M}C’arrow \mathbb{R}^{N}-$ Shapley
.
$\phi_{i}(v)=\frac{\Pi_{i\in N}(m_{i}!)}{(\sum_{i\in N}m_{i})!}\sum_{\overline{-},\sigma\in-}w^{\sigma}(i)$ (11)
, .
$s=(s_{1}, s_{2}, \cdots s_{n})$ , $t(s)\sim$ $t(s)=\sim(s_{1}/m_{1}$ ,
$s_{2}/m_{2},$ $\cdots s_{\mathfrak{n}}/m_{n}$ ) . , $t=(t_{1}, t_{2}, \cdots t_{n})$
$\tilde{s}(t)$ $\tilde{s}(t)=(m_{1}t_{1}m_{2}t_{2}:’\cdots m_{n}t_{n})$ . ,
$i$ $m_{i}+1$ .
$v$ : $\mathcal{M}^{N}arrow \mathbb{R}$ , $t\in\overline{\mathcal{M}}^{N}$ $\overline{v}(t)=v(\tilde{s}(t))$ $\overline{v}$
. , $\overline{v}$
, , $\in \mathcal{M}^{N}$ $v(s)=\overline{v}(t(s))\sim$ $v$ .
$s’$ $t’$ , ,
$\tilde{s}(\overline{t}(s))=(s^{l}),\tilde{t}(\tilde{s}(t’))=(t’)$ , $\tilde{s}$ $t\sim$ 1 1 . ,
$v$
$\overline{v}$ 1 1
. , (8) $v$ Shapley (11)
$\overline{v}$ Shapley , $\phi_{i}(v)=\phi_{t}(\overline{v})$ .









$S\in\overline{\mathcal{M}}^{N}$ $[s]_{h}$ $i\in N$ ,
$([s]_{h})_{i}$ $=$ $\{\begin{array}{ll}1 s_{i}\geq h0 otherwise\end{array}$
. $S\in\overline{\mathcal{M}}^{N}$ , $Q(s)=\{s|s_{t}>0, i\in N\}$ , $q(s)=|Q(s)|$ . $Q(s)$
$h_{1}<\cdots<h_{q(s)}$ . , $h_{0}=0$ .
9 $v\in S\mathcal{M}C$ $s\in\overline{\mathcal{M}}^{N}$ , , Choquet
.
$v(s)= \sum_{l=1}^{q(s)}v([s]_{h_{l}})(h_{l}-h_{l-1})$ (12)












Choquet $v\in SMC_{c}(N)$ ,
$i$ Shapley (11) , Choquet



















1 $N=\{1,2,3\},$ $M’=M_{2}^{*}=\{0,1/2,1\},$ $M_{3}=\{0,1\}$ , Choquet
Shapley , 1
$\frac{1}{6}\{2(v(1,0, O)-v(0,0, O))+(v(1,1, O)-v(0,1, O))+(v(1,0,1)-v(0,0,1))+2(v(1,1,1)-v(0,1,1))\}$
, Choquet Shapley ,




Choquet Shapley , $|N|=2$
.
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